
AS "Core Pure" textbook "exam-style practice paper"

City of London Academy Southwark

Hints and part-solutions

1 Lines do not meet

For the lines to meet

r =−3i+5k+5λi−λj+λk = 10i− j+15k+6µi−2µj+4µk

That vector equation gives us three simultaneous equations connecting λ and µ.

−3+5λ= 10+6µ

−λ=−1−2µ

5+λ= 15+4µ

Show the three equations have no solution by solving any two of them and checking that the solution

doesn’t fit the third. Therefore the two lines do not meet.

The textbook gives a weird solution here. It suggests calculating the distance between the two lines

and showing that it is not zero. But that is much longer.

There is a relatively easy way of calculating the distance between two non-parallel lines in three

dimensions, but it uses "vector cross product", a concept you don’t learn in AS Core Pure. Why

Edexcel thinks it necessary to include calculating that distance but not to include the concept which

makes it easy to calculate, I don’t know.

Anyway, a reminder: the way to calculate distance between two non-parallel lines without using

cross product is:

Find the general formula for the direction of a line connecting a point on the first line to a point on

the second line. In this case

−3i+5k−10i+j−15k+5λi−λj+λk−6µi+2µj−4µk = (−13+5λ−6µ)i+(−1−λ+2µ)j+(−10+λ−4µ)k
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Find λ and µ to make that perpendicular to both lines by saying that dot-product of that direction

vector with each of the two line direction vectors must be zero

[(−13+5λ−6µ)i+ (−1−λ+2µ)j+ (−10+λ−4µ)k] · [5i− j+k] = 0

[(−13+5λ−6µ)i+ (−1−λ+2µ)j+ (−10+λ−4µ)k] · [6i−2j+4k] = 0

Solve those simultaneous equations for λ and µ

Plug those values of λ and µ to find the points on the two lines where that perpendicular (shortest-

distance) line crosses the two lines.

Find the distance between those two points by "three-dimensional Pythagoras".

2 The determinant and the planes

detM = k +14 (if you failed to get that, it’s just a slip, so find the slip)

If the planes do not meet at a single point, that means that the three plane equations taken as a set

of simultaneous equations do not have a single solution, which is the same as saying that M has no

inverse, which is the same as saying that detM = 0, or k =−14

So now you have three equations where (since k =−14) you know all the coefficients.

Either they are consistent and have infinitely solutions (the three planes meet in a common line), or

they are inconsistent and have zero solutions (the three planes have no point in common).

You can prove they’re inconsistent from the fact that the five times (the left-hand side of equation B)

minus (the left-hand side of equation C) = left-hand side of equation A. So they’re consistent only if

five times (the right-hand side of equation B) minus (the right-hand side of equation C) equals the

right-hand side of equation A. Which it doesn’t.

What do the three planes look like? None of them are parallel, so any two - A and B, say - meet in

a line. For the plan C not to cross that line at some point, it must be parallel to the line. So the

three planes produce an infinite triangular corridor, always the same size. The textbook calls that a

"prism", though usually in maths prisms are reckoned not to be infinite as this triangular corridor is.
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3 The cubic equation

The most common mistake here was to forget that when using the Vieta formulas you must stan-

dardise the equation - make the coefficient of x3 equal to 1.

So the sum of the roots is 3
2 , not 3, the sum of the products-in-pairs of the roots is 7

2 , not 7, and the

product of the roots is 1
2 , not 1.

Then you can work out the sum, sum of products-in-pairs, and product of 2α−1,2β−1,2γ−1. That’s

ok.

There is an easier method for this question, though.

Let y = 2x −1, and so if x =α or β or γ, then y = 2α−1 or 2β−1 or 2γ−1.

We just need an equation for y.

x = 1
2 (1+ y). Substitute 1

2 (1+ y) for x in the cubic you’re given, multiply both sides by 4 to get rid of

fractions, expand, and collect terms.

4 Induction and series

Never expand unless you have to. Always first see if you can factorise.

In Step 2 of the induction proof, when you get to

k+1∑
1

= 1

4
k2(k +1)2 + (k +1)3

then factorise the left-hand side by taking out the common factor 1
4 (k +1)2. Don’t expand it and get

an awkward looking expression with k4 in it.

In part (b), the key is to write your formulas and then look to take out common factors.

Part (c) starts with the equation

2

3
n(n +1)(n +2) = 1

4
n2(n +1)2

Expand both sides, and you’re in trouble. You have a complicated-looking equation with n4.

Instead, divide both sides by n(n+1). That’s ok unless n = 0 or n =−1, which are impossible since in

this problem n is by definition a positive whole number.

Then you get a quadratic equation for n which has only one positive-whole-number solution.
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5 The quartic equation

There is a misprint here. The equation should be:

z4 −14z3 +78z2 +kz +221 = 0

If z = 3−2i is a root, then z = 3+2i is too, so (z −3+2i )(z −3−2i ) = z2 −6z +13 is a factor.

The easiest way to go on is to factorise by inspection:

(z2 −6z +13)(z2 −8z +17) = z4 −14z3 +78z2 +kz +221

and you get k =−206 by calculating the k term on the left-hand side = (−6×17)− (8×13))

You can do it by Vieta formulas, but for this particular question that method is longer.

Let the other two roots be a ±bi . Then

sum of roots = 14 = 6+a +bi +a −bi , so a = 4

product of roots = 221 = (3+2i )(3−2i )(4+bi )(4−bi ), so 16+b2 = 221
13 = 17 and b =±1.

Since you don’t have a simple real-whole-number root here, you then have to find k by substitut-

ing z = 3+ 2i or similar in the original equation and solving for k. That’s do-able with a Classwiz

calculator and care.

6 Plane, unit vector, P, acute angle between line and plane

A unit vector means a vector of magnitude 1. The equation of the plane tells us that one vector n

normal to the plane is


1

−1

2

. That vector n has magnitude
p

6.

So a unit vector is 1p
6


1

−1

2


You find P by writing the equation of the plane in the form

r ·


1

−1

2

= 3

plugging in r from the equation of the line, getting an equation for λ, and plugging the answer for λ

back into the equation of the line.
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To get the angle θ between the line and the normal n to the planeΠ, you use

cosθ =


2

4

−3

·


1

−1

2


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

4

−3

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

−1

2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ = 2.22 radians, so angle between line and plane is 0.65 radians. (Textbook says 0.92, which is

wrong). Do a diagram:

7 M maps P to P′

The scale factor of this enlargement is 5. For the angle of rotation, take note of the minuses in the

top left and bottom right elements of the matrix. The angle is 3π
4 or 135◦ anticlockwise, not π

4 or 45◦.

The question gives you the coordinates of P′, the image, not the coordinates of P, the original point.

To find the coordinates of P, you have to multiply the coordinates of P′ by M−1, not by M

If M is an enlargement of 5 followed by a rotation of 3π
4 or 135◦ anticlockwise, then M−1 must be a

rotation of −3π
4 or −135◦ anticlockwise followed by an enlargement of 1

5

M−1 = 1
5
p

2

(
−1 1

−1 −1

)

8 The Argand diagram

The first set is the inside of a circle of centre 2i and radius 3, and the second is the wedge shape

between one line going up at an angle π
2 - in other words, vertically up - from a vertex at z = 2−i , and
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another line going up at an angle 3π
4 (−135◦) from that vertex. Shade the area which is both inside

the circle and inside the wedge shape.

9 The stolen car

Draw a diagram. The closest distance of the car to O is |OC| (if 6 OC B = π
2 ), and |OC | = |O A|sin 6 B AO

cos 6 B AO = ~AB · ~AO
| ~AB | | ~AO|

You find |OC| is a bit less than 6m, so you conclude that the police can stop the car.

The last bit of this question, "state one limitation of this model", is a bit odd.

The textbook suggests the answer: "the car may not travel in a straight line", though if if it’s on a

narrow straight road, well, yes, it will travel in a straight line. Oh well. Another possible answer is

that there may be trees or other obstacles in the way of the "stinger". Or that the distance |OC| is not

all that many centimetres less than 6 metres, so even a small swerve by the car would take it out of

range. Don’t worry about it. I’d guess any similar question in the real exam would have to be more

sensible.
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